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Seventy years of living inspired this wide-ranging and far-reaching collection of tales that
shaped the author’s existence. Jim writes about books and reading, the art, craft, and
imagination of writing, and the unusual authors, poets, singers, and songwriters he has met.
Tales of true friendships (people and pets), mix with inspiring family encounters and adventures
while examining off life’s bucket list. Ainsworth’s compelling narratives of encounters with
legendary cowboys and roundups on historic Texas ranches complement stories of not-so-
famous cowboys and his personal team roping sagas. Honored and privileged to create and
present Life’s Final Tracks for family and friends, Ainsworth delves deeply into his own personal
trip to belief and faith in Believing in a Grand Point.
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Love to you Awww! I love that one. I've known Jim for quite some time now, I thought but when
he stated he was an introvert I would have dropped my teeth if they were false.He has browse
more and done more than probably 25 other folks put together. This reserve is personal
completely. He describes his cover-to-cover approach of reading through the Bible three times.
When he stepped on the stage he owned it. He was at one of our conferences and one
loudspeaker didn't arrive. I soon will be reading the last of this series, "Rails to a River", and I
looked forward to the bar becoming raised even higher. All this from an introvert. I hardly ever
knew. However we haven't been able to wait another speaking engagement.He has read more
books than your more than common bear and met more people. When Godwinks he has
learned to take heed and follow through. There are no specific things like coincidences. They
provide mental images of areas you might not have seen, but will see hard to forget.I don't
know when to quit talking about this book. Highly recommended.. He's a Godley man for which I
am proud.I have learned so much from Mr. Ainsworth's books that I connect with my own life.
Get to Know Jim Ainsworth--Get to learn East Texas Jim Ainsworth is among the few writers to
create in regards to a long-neglected, but significant area of the country--east Texas.
Ainsworth, at times our lives have operate parallel, however when you went to university you
remaining me in the dust. I've had them eventually me also. It really is wonderful. The tales are
not only enjoyable, but many deliver underlying life text messages and lessons that I desire
could be plugged in and downloaded to my grandsons. Personally i think like I have done
nothing with my life when I read Mr. Ainsworth's books A River of Stories I actually was slow in
reading this book because of being short stories, but once I became engaged with the tales,
recognizing the true individuals from his books, I could not put it straight down. I have already
been amazed at the countless people Jim has met, drawing them into prolonged friendships.
This is an important book. I believe I got a glimpse of Jim's character in every his books,
however in "A Rivers of Stories" Jim revealed his heart. I loved this book so much, I plan on
giving this publication to others. I am looking towards even more books by this writer. It gives a
new insight into his wonderful Rivers series and his new Tee Jessup series This book is a
collection of readable stories taken from the life of the writer. These true stories are brief, real,
and very . I particularly liked his Bucket List chapter and his tribute to his father. Many
Protestants do not know there are 400 years of Hebrew narrative missing in their Bibles in
comparison with Catholic versions. Would appreciate to be a fly on the tree following to . stop
and think about each one. eclectic, thoughtful, and fun An eclectic collection of short tales by
the author, largely drawn from his lifestyle. They are Godwinks. Most involve some component of
deeper meaning to them, although some are simply plain unvarnished fun. Buy It. Learn to
recognize them for yourself. Buy it. The book is a collection of stories about existence, family,
close friends and a quest to understand everything, plus they reveal the depth of character of
a wonderful writer and amazing man. One particular he talks about have overcome so much
to be what they truly became. Jim required his place. It gives a fresh insight into his wonderful
Rivers series and his brand-new Tee Jessup series.. Jim was born to create and share his life
with his readers.. I will enjoy reading them again and again! In "The Eulogy I By no means
Delivered", Ainsworth will deliver a pitch-perfect, loving tribute to a dad who comes alive on
the page--a tribute which pieces the tone for all of those other book: genuine, heart-felt
remembrances of interesting people, times, places. This author is an authentic cowboy/writer,
among the best--fiction or non-fiction.Mr. Their stories turn out to be, like those of all good
authors, one and the same. In A River of Stories one gets to understand Jim and east Texas.
This anthology records the area's mythology and simultaneously tells us Jim's very own



engaging narrative through a number of skillfully written stories and content about his youth up
for this. A great writer Jim Ainsworth may bring such emotion and feeling to the smallest
situations. He enables you to share and be component of his writings . What an inspiration. I've
read a lot of his books, and I've never been disappointed. Lots of good story telling here by a
expert of the art. Read It. In the current majority Christian America, Biblical literacy is as rare as
mathematical proficiency. Within the last segment of A River of Tales - "Believing in a Grand
Thing" - Jim shows his life-long self-discipline in "doing the mathematics". My husband and I had
the had the good fortune to attend a function where Jim was among the speakers. This
collection will certainly provide food for thought. In addition, many are unaware that book
order has nothing in connection with the chronological purchase of the narrative. With this in
mind, Jim's capability to mine therefore many nuggets of historic wisdom is amazing. I must admit
tears loaded my eye whilereading the eulogies. A wholesome look at a meaningful life I just
finished reading A River of Tales, and I'm amazed at the development of Jim Ainsworth's
storytelling capability. Read it. Five Stars Great collection of stories! One can dip in and out
at will and still never lose contact with the Jim Ainsworth magic that exist in each tale. Don't
plan to breeze through the stories;.. Just what a life... As a teacher I always told my children to
paint a picture with words and that's what Jim does. These true stories are brief, real, and very
readable..what adventures! Thank you JIm, for sharing so many extraordinary encounters. Would
love to be considered a fly on the tree following to some of the Cowhill Council's confabs! A
River of Tales was a delightful collection.
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